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From The Dean 
Best l ine of the year: David Johnson '80 in 
response to people who say to him, "So, you want to 
be a male nurse." His reply: "I'm already a man. 
What l want to be is a nurse." 
In the last column l wrote, last spring , l men-
tioned the problem we were then having concerning 
our eligibility for certain kinds of federal funds. 
I'm pleased ( thrilled! ) to report that the final 
regu 1 at ions for nurse practitioner and advanced 
training grants contain wording that does make YSN 
eligible for support from these sources:- A lot of 
very hard work on the part of the faculty and admin-
i stration of the School, the students and alumnae 
went i nto this effort and it is a great relief to 
see it come out as it has. 
We keep inadvertently (well , maybe not so inad-
vertently) raising troublesome questions for nursing 
nationally to answer. For i nstance, at the ANA con-
vention in Hawaii, the Commission on Nursing Educa-
tion discussed two position papers, one on entry into 
practice, one on graduate education. In the first 
one, there i s considerable support (which the House 
of Delegates later voted) for the bachelor's degree 
as the entry credential into professional nursing. 
In the latter report, there was also support for the 
notion of entering nursing at the master's or doc -
toral level. But there was a potential problem be-
tween the two documents. If, as is happening in 
some states, the B.S. degree and ONLY t hat degree 
becomes the entry credential, t hen people prepared 
at the master's level in profess ional nursing would 
not be eligible to take state boards in that state. 
Surely an anomology that coul d eas i ly be changed. 
Sometimes in nursing in our struggle to upgrade we 
seem to 1 ose the forest for the trees, and as in this 
case, set minimum criteria as if they were the ONLY 
criteria ... 
I looked i t up: the class of 1978 wasn 't the 
larges t class we ever graduated (at 54 members), but 
it is the largest M.S.N. class. If everyone entering 
in the fall of 1978 stays with us, we wil l graduate 
71 in the class of 1980. Good heavens! 
The class of 1953 had a wonderful slide show of 
pictures taken during their years at Yale at the 
Alumnae banquet th is year. Besides the ones of Annie 
Goodrich, and of course, the class members , Peg 
Schaeffer was featu red. Marguarite Schaeffer went 
on to become the first non-nurse dean of a school of 
nursing in the country, at the University of Pitts-
burgh, and now is a nationally recognized leader i n 
thinking about administration and heal th services. 
Lot s of people besides we Yalies got our starts at 
Yale ... 
l know the Yale Nurse is being read when l get 
letters from far flung friends inquiring about my 
mental health. l guess that last column in the 
Spring issue was more depressing than I meant it to 
be. Anyhow, the lilacs did bloom, and the rhododen-
dron, too, and now it' s summer as I write this and 
one can feel the energy returning for t he year ahead. 
From YUSNAA 
Much as I am pleased to accept t he office of 
YUSNAA President, I feel a loss at Sherry Shamansky ' s 
leaving. She was a warm, gracious , creative leader . 
l am sure she wil l represen t Yale wel l in her new 
position in Seattle. 
The Alumnae College Program proved, as well, 
that our alums, both on the prog ram and attending, 
continue to envision a broad perspective of nursi ng. 
At the annual meeting David Johnson, a three-year 
student excited us all by his enthusiastic and 
realistic pi cture of the school and nursing. 
l look forward to the next two years and hope 
that many of us will meet in the various activities 
which will be available. As Donna has said, "It's 
a good time for nursing." 
- Penny Camp , ' 58 
YUSNAA President 
From The Editor 
" ... Also I'd l i ke to tel l you that I enjoyed 
this issue of Yale Nurse very much. The articles 
are well written and interesting. The li terary 
qua 1 i ty is much improved ... . " 
Elli e Whi te, '35 
" ... I enjoyed the intell igent, effecti ve and 
generous work of t he Consumer's for Choices in Child-
birth. It reminded me of those magnificent women 
who started rooming-in and natural chi l dbirth at 
Yale 35 years ago. We like to think of ourselves 
in nursing and medicine as patient advocates but we 
have to humbly admit that an articu late, intell i gent 
group of former and future patients is infi nitely 
more effective. Annie Goodrich in her retirement 
used to meet with our class and urge two poi nts to 
us: 1) Be a lady and 2) Make it your own. They 
were obscure urgi ngs to me a t the time. But thi s 
group of mothers put in to operation t he two ingredi-
ents of success. They can use anger as a motivator 
and no t as a bath. !, for one, can learn f r om them , 
as well as admire them." 
- Reva Rubin , '46 
Alcoholism Hotline Seeks Volunteers 
Volunteers, particularly reformed alcohol ics, 
are desperately needed to man a new telephone hat-
line speci f i cally for victims of alcoholism. 
Jake Weinstein YSN '80, a student in Yale Uni-
vers i ty's graduate nursi ng program, Monday said the 
hotli ne wi ll be availabl e from 3 to 6 p.m. as soon 
as he can gather and train a staff. 
Weinstein, who's project i s funded by Yal e's 
Dwight Hall, describes himself as a "veteran of hot-
lines.~~ 
A l arge percentage of the people using general 
emergency telephone numbers are either drunk when 
they ca ll or have problems related to too much drink-
ing, he said. 
However, people are reluctant to identify that 
as their problem, or don't real ize they are alcoholic 
because dri nking is so pervasive in this society, he 
said. Having a hotl ine that people can identify 
specifically with alcohol may help people identify 
their problem, he said. 
"We'll probably be deal ing wi th a lot of crises , 
threatened su icides at times. But what we hope main-
ly to accomplish is early intervention, catching 
people before they've bottomed out and preventing 
that downward spiral," Weinstein said. 
Weinstein said he anticipates many of the calls 
wi l l also be from re latives or friends who will say, 
"I know an alcoholic. How can I help?" 
And there will be questioning calls like"! just 
had a few beers and I bashed in my girlfriend's face. 
Am I an alcoholic?" 
3 
Janet Koch 
(Reprinted from New Haven Journal Courier 8-9-78) 
Save These Dates 
A L U M N A E W E E K E N D 
June 1 and 2 , 1979 
IF-For Nurses 
If you can give of yourself 
And not think of receiving, 
If you can still have hope 
When others have stopped believing, 
If you can give reassurance 
To t hose wt>o really need it , 
If you can 1 is ten to advice 
And when it's good, you heed it, 
If you can lend a helping hand 
To someone who is down , 
If you can with a friendly smile 
Make someone l ose a frown , 
If you can be very patient 
When patience is required, 
If you can do your very best 
E' en though you are not admired, 
If you can accept triumph today 
And maybe disappointment tomorrow, 
If you can give comfort to someone 
Who is depressed and full of sorrow, 
If you can stand like a woman (or a man) 
And say to another. "I was wrong ," 
If you can fail in something today 
And tomorrow have Hope in your song , 
If you can look at a person 
And not see t he color of his skin, 
If you can t hink of what a person is 
And not what he has been, 
If you can overcome temptation 
When others yield unto it, 
If you can see that hel p is needed 
And then go ahead and do it , 
If you can remember that you are 
But an instrument in God's hand , 
If you can only remember that 
You are to help your fellowman, 
If you can do a job 
When others are unwilling, 
If you can remember that you are 
There to help with other's healings 
If you can do these things 
And be faithful un t il the end, 
The joy of it is you'll be a~ nurse, my friend. 
Written for facu l ty a t Winston-Salem State University 
School of Nursing, 1973 - Beverly F. Dixon, '75 B.S. 
'78 Yale M.S.N. in Community Heal th Program 
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ALUMNAE COLLEGE 
CRITICAL TH INKING 
The theme of the morning program of Alumnae 
College t his year was Cr itical Thinking in Nursi ng , 
and a panel of three distinguished nurses shared 
t heirdefini t ions and experiences in th i s type of 
t h1nk1 ng. The t opic was introduced by Sherry Shaman-
sky who "set t he s tage" for the 135 al umnae i n attend-
ance by not ing t hat t here are many complex problems 
confront i ng t he health professions today wh i ch dema nd 
cautious, acute , object ive thinking on the part of 
nurses .. Critical thinking is a learned ski ll, not 
necessan ly a t alent , employed in prob l em solv i ng, 
t hrough systematic, scientific and thorough analysis 
of all available da ta. Sher ry implored alums to see 
where nursing is today to think about wha t has 
been, and what lies ahead. 
Jean Maclean '33 , Mi ldred La fferty ' 46 , Kit Nuckolls 
'41 and Marion Highriter '53 
Kit Nuckolls, the fi r st panelist, descri bed 
critical thinki ng as "really sharpening the i nte ll ec t 
and getting to t he point!" This process entail s the 
ability to analyze and assess the strengt h and weak-
nesses of a situa t ion, a behavior , or wri tten ma t er-
i al; identifica t ion of problems and strat egies for 
deali ng with t hem . Next, one must make reasoned 
j udgments abou t ac t ions t o be t aken and finally , 
eva lua te the results of action. Kit identifi es 
different levels of thinking . One l evel is ident i-
fication of information availab l e and rel evant t o a 
topic leading to alternative expl anations of behavior 
or events to be considered and exp lored further. A 
second level is ident i fication of that informat ion 
about a given topic wh ich is needed , but whi ch i s 
not known , for whi ch there is not conclusive data . 
This i s the l evel of research which seeks to f i nd 
answers to emp i rical questions. The hi ghest level 
invol ves more imagi nation intu i t i on and abstractions. 
It deal s with theory testing wi th "what if's" and 
projects t oward new knowl edge . Cri t i cal thinki ng i s 
an 1mpor tant cognitive ski ll for nurses . The staff 
nurse must be awa re of patient wel fare and protect 
patient rights; she must know the proper use of re-
sources , and methods of del ivering care . Nurses i n 
pos i tions of authority empl oy critical thi nki ng t o 
influence the plann ing and organi zational develop-
ment of health servi ces. Kit bel i eves many nurses 
have never learned cri t i cal thinking because of thei r 
traditional social i zati on as women and nurses, and 
because of t he ''cost" of deviati ng fr om ol d pa tterns . 
Much is and can be done t o fac i l itate cr iti cal t hi nk-
ing in nurses. Continuing educat ion sessions which 
include nursi ng process and probl em sol vi ng, account -
ab il i ty, l eadershi p t raining and assert iveness t rai n-
ing are avai l abl e. Nurse- Practi t i oner train ing , re-
search in un iversities and practi ci ng nurses are 
str iving t o achieve new boundaries in t hi nki ng for 
nursing. 
Rhetaugh Dumas '61 
Rhetaugh Dumas followed Kit i n t he panel dis-
cussion by stati ng that this soci ety i s dependen t , 
more than ever, on brain power! Those who can thi nk 
cr itically wi ll make the most of the i r l ives, and 
affect the li ves of others. Rhet augh reminded us t ha t 
we spend most of our l i ves learning - it never stops 
- because there are always changes occurring in 
society and condi t i ons of our l i ves. Critical thi nk-
ing is key to cont inual re-thi nki ng of basic philoso-
phies and t heor ies in nurs ing to see where there are 
gaps and how best to fill them. Rhetaugh listed three 
ingredients n:cessary to engage i n critical t hinki ng: 
1) t1me to th1nk, 2) an envi ronment conducive to 
thin king and 3) personal 1 i berty to dare to t hin k 
beyond t radit i onal mol ds and customs-. -In this com-
pl ex soci ety peopl e are overwhelmed sometimes by 
pressures of t ime and vol ume of work. We must some-
how f ind t ime to be alone and think. (Of course, one 
must have "the stuff" wi th whi ch to th i nk and learn 
how to use it ! ) 
The cont ext or condi t ions i n which we function 
is important. We need pay more attention, and re-
search t he working envi ronment of nurses in order to 
best util i ze t he ir sk i lls and knowl edge. Rhetaugh 
chal l enged the audience to incorporate 1) a vision of 
the context. in wh i ch nurs ing i s practiced; 2) into 
t he t heoret1cal framework which guides teaching , re-
search and pract ice. Such incorpora tion would help 
nurses carry out functions wh i 1 e uti 1 i zi ng knowledge 
and skil l s they have l earned. Central concepts i n-
clude: 1) authonty , 2) power and 3) l eadership . 
Thes: con~epts need continual monitor ing and change 
as S l tuat1ons and personal re lationshi ps change . As 
an example: Nursing is WORK, and i s invol ved wi th 
groups. There must be interrelat ion and cooperati on 
of t hese groups from which leadership and social r e-
la ti onships can either hel p or hi nder the sati sfac-
t ion and achievement of nurses . The success i n ex-
pansion of nursi ng contribu t ions depend on t he know-
ledge and stra tegies that enable us indi vidually and 
col lec t1 vely to exercise au t hority, power and l eader -
ship in the groups and institutions where we live 
and work. 
Martha Mitchell 
Martha Mitchell used three specific situations 
to illustrate the struggle she has between two 
values: the value of scholarly i nquiry (systemati c 
study and theory development, critical thinking ); 
and the need for act ion ( t he necessity of addressing 
probl ems relevant to improving human conditions) . 
The first situation desc ribed work as a faculty mem-
ber on a conmittee to s tudy clinical specialization , 
studyi ng trends and role functions , relating to t he 
direction of graduate curricula for MSN and PhD pro-
grams. The faculty surveyed 1 iterature, held inter-
views with clinical specialists in diverse areas of 
practice and consulted with nurses in leadership 
positions in service, educati on , and research. They 
found two divergent ideologies t o be considered in 
addressing prob 1 ems of the nursing profession and 
realization of its full potential in health care. 
The nursing profession is fundamentally only as 
viable, strong, and capable of contri buting t o health 
care as is its KNOWLEDGE. The nursing profession is 
fundamentally a service profession and will be judged 
or he 1 d accountab 1 e for its responsiveness to hea 1 th 
care needs of people. 
A second situation illustrating Martha's dilemma 
i nvolved her participation as a member of the Presi-
dent's Corrrnission studying mental health care needs 
of the country. It was a great opportunity to par-
ticipate as a nurse on this study, and she could see 
on one hand the need to have a co llective , collabora-
tive approach in making reconmendations and f iguring 
ways to implement t he reconmendations. On the other 
hand she had difficulty in accepting the fundamental 
assumptions on which these solutions rested. As a 
nurse critical thinker Martha could see other class-
; fica t ion sys terns and identifying procedures which 
might better fit the study and produce a different 
course of action. 
In Martha's third situation, as an administrator 
in the Connecticut Mental Health Center and educator 
at YSN, Martha sees nurses as both providers of ser-
vice and students studying theory in the field. She 
senses a helplessness in this setting of not being 
able to take on the responsibilities of which nurses 
are capable. Martha has concluded that action is 
not antithetical to crit ical thinking - i t is the 
"how to do it" vs "why to do it" and "what's the 
IT". We are directed by the degrees of emphasis we 
put on each. 
CREATIVI TY IN NURSING 
Angie McBride started the afternoon session on 
Creativity in Nursing with defining creativity as: 
"an ability to bring something new into existance 
or the ability to reconstitute something old into a 
more original fashion." In contemplating this, one 
must first have a sense of ones own uniqueness. We 
each have different backgrounds, education, reading 
interests, environments, and experiences which lead 
us each to be unique. In the 1 iterature, Angie has 
learned that characteristics of the creative person 
are a capacity to integrate the richness of these 
experiences to a higher order of synthesis - to make 
unusua 1 and creative productions or performances; 
and possession of cognitive flexibility or an inner 
and outer openness and loss c.f self consciousness. 
Angie believes that to extend ones field , to produce 
or develop, one must master the field. One must have 
schooling in order to experience a "moment of illumi-
nation which comes suddenly and unexpectedly." 
Schooling is meant that one must be a specialist 
first , to feel comfortable and confident without 
anxiety about the subject. Then one can expand ideas. 
Creative ideas come from a field about which one 
knows a lot and has done a good deal of thinking. 
When an original idea comes: one must recognize it, 
believe in it and in ones self , think critically 
about it, and then dare to do somethi ng about it. 
When asked aboutthe method used in the process 
of writi ng her books, Angie said she used the pro-
cess recording methodology. She looked at life from 
the here and now - the everyday-ness, studied it , 
knew it well, and reformulated some new theories about 
which she wrote. In nur sing, as was pointed out in 
the morning panel, there are at least t wo divergent 
directions in which we are being pulled - which i n-
fluence our actions and thinking they are service 
and theory. Angie points out that creative nurses 
grow through this process of pulling, and then r each 
new levels. We go through stages of development, 
getting comfortable at each level until we ask ques-
tions and have more reaching out. Then we move on. 
Above all, we mus t be comfortable wi th our own 
thoughts and ideas, and if we think they all go 
together, we can be 1 i eve in curse 1 ves and become 
creative. 
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ONE OUT OF EIGHT 
IN THE WHOLE WORLD 
A Graduate's Reflections on Excellence 
at Yale School of Nursing 
Eileen Hod!Jllan - speaker at YSN Honor Society 
Induction Ceremony, May 7, 1978 
The phrase, "one out of eight in the whole 
world" was foremost among the associations that 
crowded into my mind as I thought back to the time ! spent here, and the things that seemed most mean-
1ngful to me then, and still do now. As beginning 
psych students, 12 years ago, my seven classmates 
and I thou~ht we knew what excellence at Yale meant. 
For one th1ng, our program was so small, it had to 
be good. For another, the size seemed to imply a 
certain exclusivity which we tended to equate with 
excellence. Our somewhat distorted notions of ex-
cellence caused us all to secretly wonder why we had 
been admitted. it was a big burden to know, "Vm 
one out of 8 1 n the who 1 e wor 1 d who was admitted to 
Yale." Of course, congratulating ourselves for 
being one out of 8 in the whole world was what we 
said out loud, to each other. What we said to our-
selves was "I'm~ out of the whole world." 
We finally got up enough nerve one day to ask 
Donna the fa ta 1 question: Why had we been chosen? 
Donna said it was because we were all marginal. We 
thought that was terrific, because, as you know 
Donna can make anything sound like a compliment: In 
any event, we just used it to feed our narcissism 
even more, and nobody really wanted to think about 
which of the possible brinks we were seen as totter-
ing on . 
.But somehow, the idea of being a marginal per-
son 1s ho?ked up with excellence in my mind, at least 
as l saw 1t demonstrated at Yale. It's one thing to 
be a person with strange ideas, but to be part of a 
whole institution with strange ideas is another. It 
provides a certain comfort that lets you come up with 
even stranger ideas. No idea was ever too strange 
at Yale, and some of Yale's ideas that seemed strange 
to the nursing world then now feel as though we ' ve 
always done it that way. l think the biggest problem 
my class had after we graduated was that we came out 
of Ya 1 e even stranger than we had entered. In the 
meantime, non-Yale had remained pretty much the same. 
We felt sort of embarrassed for the people we met 
who hadn't gone to Yale, because we truly fe l t we 
kn~w a secret that not many other people knew, and 
th1nk all of us who have gone to Yale still do. 
The secret is some sort of inner knowledge of 
what the nature of nursing is, what remains the same 
as the environment changes, the techno 1 ogy changes 
and the labels and the jargon change, and what nur~­
ing! practiced according to that knowledge, means to 
pat1ents or others who experience it. I think it's 
safe to say that most of us left Yale with an attitude 
towards nursing, and towards ourselves as nurses 
that was far different from those we held when w~ 
entered. When I look back now, I realize that for 
me, that attitude was a minor obsession with nursing 
that has just about become full-blown. 
Most of what I have to say stems from my most 
recent experience in nursing, in an acute-care ser-
vice setting. When I use phrases like "at the bed-
side," I hope those of you who practice nursing with-
out a bed to stand beside will understand that 1 'm 
referring to providing direct, personal, laying-on-
of-hands-type nursing, wherever that may take place. 
For those of you who don't provide such direct ser-
vice, and I'm one of you, I hope you'll bear with 
6 
me. And please keep in mind that anything I say 
about excellence I say with real people in mind -
many of them young practitioners who have provided 
me with awe- inspiring models of excellence under 
often difficult circumstances. 
I'd also like to be sure that when I speak of 
excellence in nursing, we're all operating out of the 
same frame of reference. We learned fairly quickly 
at Yale that the size of our program wasn't what 
excellence was all about, although we were still 
proud to be eight out of the whole world. Nor do 
believe that excellence in nursing is synonomous 
with either scholarship or grade point averages. 
True, to be excellent is to stand out to conduct 
oneself in some way as to be readily noticed as being 
good. But what does it mean to stand out and be re-
cognized as good, as a nurse? There are three things 
that always come through very clearly to me when I 
meet an excellent nurse. First, she knows what the 
core of nursing is: the nurturing, the caring, the 
attention to comfort, the support of the intact sys-
tems while the disordered systems are being healed. 
She knows that through nurturi ng she performs a 
special kind of healing that has little to do with 
the healing power of drugs, or of surgery, or with 
the practitioners of other disciplines who use those 
as their tools. She knows that when she observes a 
cardiac monitor she is performing an act of nurtur-
ance. She k~ows that to be skillful in interpreting 
monltor trac1ngs makes her neither a technician nor 
a physician. Rather, that skill is just one among 
many in her repertoire of professional nurturing. 
Charles Dickens, you know, gave us our proto-
type of the bad nurse in Sairey Gamp. But if you go 
on to read Bleak House, he also gives us, indirectly, 
the true mean1ng of nursing. Many of his characters 
1n Bleak House are described as nursing each other 
in t1mes of greatest need and stress: women "nurse" 
children when there is no implication of breastfeed-
ing, and men "nurse'' other men and women. Along the 
same line, Edith Lewis wondered recently why we no 
longer use the verb "to nurse"; as in "! nursed 
him.·: I Language always reflects the thoughts and 
feel1ngs of a soc1ety, and in today's nursing society 
we seem to prefer to see ourselves as "dealing with" 
patients. To say or imply "I nursed" a patient is 
so uncommon today as to make one stand out. 
Let me go on to the second ingredient that al-
ways comes through in an excellent nurse. You never 
get a_feeling ~hat she's ashamed of being a nurse. 
She l1kes nurs1ng, and you can tell because she likes 
to talk about what she does. When she talks about 
her patien~ ' s medical problems, she tells you what 
~hey mea~ 1n terms of his mobility; how painful it 
1s for h1m to use the bedpan; and the different 
methods she's tried to make it less painful for him 
to maintain normal elimination. She tells you she's 
worried he'll become impacted, or develop skin brea k-
down, or not be able to manage at home. Most of all, 
when sh~ talk~, she talks of "my" patient - not, "I 
have th1s pat1ent ... " - but ~patient. 
. The reason that the nurse who takes pride in her 
nurs1ng stands out as excellent is because so many 
of us today suffer from professional ambivalence. 
We know what nursing is, and we know what patients 
expect from us ~s nurses, but we're not sure anybody 
at a~l ~hi~ks h1ghly of those activities. Consequent-
ly, 1t 1sn t unusual to see a patient nursed beauti-
fully ~y a ~urse ~ho_isn't sure she understands what 
a nu~s1ng.d1agn?s1s 1s, or the difference between a 
nurs1ng d1~g~os1~ and a_med~cal diagnosis. Too often, 
~pward mob1l1ty_1n nurs1ng 1n acute care institutions 
1s toward the h1gh technology intensive care units, 
where there is much more opportunity to make medical 
decisions. These decisions, again too often, aren't 
seen in the context of nurs ing's historical functi on 
of close and constant observation of the critically 
ill patient, but in terms of the derived status they 
confer . There i s no question that we reward those 
nurses more highly than nurses on the general care 
units -while not always financially, certainly 
through smaller caseloads, increased educational 
support, and inter-disciplinary colleagueship. And, 
there i s no quest ion that nurses on the general care 
units li sten in awe and admiration to intensive care 
nurses as they describe those activities that are 
done interchangeably by both physician and nurse. 
But only the excel l ent nurse l istens in awe as an 
i ntensive care nurse tell s how the nurses on her 
unit have formed a skin care committee - how they've 
been meeting for months on their own time to research 
and write up the mechanisms of skin breakdown and 
wound healing- the role of nutrition in maintaining 
skin integrity the 63 suggested methods of prevent-
ing and treating decubitus ulcers - and the clinical 
nursing trials they will conduct in order to develop 
nursing prescri ptions for this probl em. 
I repeat - it isn't that many nurses don 't know 
what nursing is , or what patients expect from them 
as nurses. But there seems to be an emotional con-
flict , a psychological block to taki ng pride in it. 
It shows up every time a nurse questions the neces-
sity for making a thorough nursing assessment. It 
shows up every time she does make a thorough nursing 
assessment but doesn't document it on the patient's 
chart for all to see. It shows up in every SOAP 
note that contains subjective and objective nurs i ng 
observations, but no assessment or plan of action. 
Conflicted nurses are not yet excellent nurses. 
I suspect that these emotional blocks about the 
importance and meaningfulness of nursing relate to 
issues of status and rewards. Over 10 years ago, 
William Glaser wrote an ess~y on nursing's struggle 
for professional authority.2 He pointed out that 
there was a di screpancy between the aims of nursing 
leadershi p toward this goal, and the behav i or of 
practitioners . He sa id, 
It is a sociological axiom that every 
occupation in achi evement-oriented 
societies t r i es to enhance its public 
image and self- image, and a common 
method i s to acquire prestigious tasks 
from a previously more res pected occupa-
tion. Therefore, in an entirely unplanned 
and informal way, the rank and file ... 
(in nursing) subverts these leader's 
aims by taking prestige where it is most 
obviously and easily gotten , namely from 
t he techni cal and 1 ife-and-death tasks 
that are most highly admired by their 
co-workers and the pub 1 i c. Thus, depend-
ence on the medical profession threatens 
the policies of the aspirants for inde-
pendent professional status, while it 
serves the interests of the rank and file.3 
Glaser's essay was published at about the time 
had my last sustained experience with hospital 
nu rsing. Ten years later, when I returned to the 
service setting at Beth Israel Hospital, I was 
amazed and amused to see what had happened in the 
meantime. All the nurses had their own stetho-
scopes , which they wore draped around thei r necks. 
Ten years before, only house officers wore their 
stethoscopes that way. Now the house officers, male 
and fema 1 e, carry their stethoscopes in their pockets, 
perhaps so they won't be taken for a nurse . Our 
senior staff nurses, by and large, don't wear the 
traditional uniform - only the new graduates do, 
until they learn better. The senior staff wear. 
brightly colored pull-overs over uniforms, or wlth 
white slacks. The only people who look like the 
nurses I knew ten years ago are the dietetic interns. 
Trivial changes, perhaps; but even in dress, each 
group has taken on the prestigious symbols of a 
group perceived to have higher status. 
It's hard, I think, not to reach out for status 
and prestige by accepting tasks from medicine - th~ir 
prestige has grown so much faster apace than ours 1n 
our mutually short professional history. But the 
sad part is that we should be fighting for the tasks 
instead of for the tools. We forget that we have a 
legitimate right to any tool that will help us nur~e 
our patients better . We should remember that putt1ng 
a stethoscope to a patient's heart today is no more 
revolutionary than putting a stethoscope to the ante 
cubital space was about 60 years ago. Physicians 
were initially threatened then, just as they have 
been recently, but the acceptance of the physician's 
assistant withi n a very short period of time should 
make us reflect on our own history. Medicine , after 
some initial resistance, has always been perfectly 
willing to delegate tasks to nurses that have become 
inconveni ent or not exciting enough for them to per-
form. In fact, once they see the advantages, they 
have demanded that we assume them. If we do assume 
them, it shouldn't be for the prestige they seem to 
confer, but because they help us to nurse better. 
Excellence in nursing means to nuture without apology. 
I' ve spoken of two ingredients that are always 
demonstrated in an excellent nurse. There's at least 
one more. 
The excellent nurse, without always realizing 
it, lets you know that she's constantly protecting 
her right to nurse her patients. She sometimes 
despairs that she should have to, so often . She 
knows, if she works in a large teaching hospital , 
that she'll have to prove herse 1f, as one staff 
nurse put it, with every new group of house officers, 
in order to nurse her patients as they should be. 
She wonders why this should be so, and she sometimes 
gets depressed, but she continues to do it, because 
she believes in the healing power of nursing. 
Again, we see t he issue of professional author-
ity coming to the fore. About two years ago I de-
cided to see if I coul d track down the when and the 
why of the nurse's transformation from entrepreneur 
to salaried employee. In that search, I came across 
a speech made by Miss Lavinia Dock to a large group 
of physicians and hospital administrators in 1894.'' 
After presenting a strong ar9umen t for the admini$ 
trative autonomy of the hospital tra ining school -
for freedom from domination by others in educating 
nurses, she continued on to say , 
On one field only does the school properly 
come under the command of the medica 1 pro-
fession, and that is in the di rect care of 
the sick. Here indeed the command is 
absolute. Now for the first time in the 
history of medical science can its orders 
be carried out faithfully, fully, and at 
all hours. This obedience to orders, 
founded on principle and animated by an 
intelligent interest, is the dominant 
characteristic of the new system of nurs-
ing, and is the secret of its success in 
its professional work.S 
Today we are clearer about the interdependence 
of the two major health occupations in providing 
health care to people. But only as we accept the 
fact that medical care and nursing care are two sub-
sets of health care that can be distinguished in 
their operation, will we be willing to defend our 
right to nurse. Because of our history, each tacti-
cal maneuver toward achieving professional authority 
will occur within a scenario of confrontation and 
negotiation. And because medical dominance was 
established within the context of direct care acti-
vities, it will be within that context that the 
scenario has to be played out, over and over again, 
until the resolution we're looking for is achieved. 
The excellent nurse knows that and is not intimidated 
by it. 
In the early days of our history, when the whole 
health care system was simpler, excellent nurses 
stood out because of major and highly visible contri-
butions to the profession, or to the improvement of 
health among whole segments of our population. Miss 
Henderson beautifully describes these contributions 
in her paper on excellence.6 However, between that 
time and now, whole generations of hospitalized 
patients seldom were cared for directly by a profes-
sional nurse. We denied whole generations of hos-
pitalized patients the experience of being profes-
sionally nurtured when they needed it most. It's no 
wonder they forgot what nursing meant, because we 
forgot. It's no wonder my mother could say to me, 
after a hospitalization about four years ago, "I 
hear what you're always telling me nursing is. But 
I've never seen it. Who does it?" Up unt i1 a short 
time ago, it almost seemed as though, as a group, 
we had lost our culture, or, even worse, had denied 
it because others seemed to view our tradition as 
subservient and menial. But a few culture bearers, 
such as Miss Henderson, and Yale, and other isolated 
schools, service institutions, and individuals, have 
persisted. Today, it's enough to be living that cul -
ture, that tradition, to stand out as excellent 
among those who may be receiving far more public 
acclaim. 
I mentioned earlier the tendency to confuse ex-
cellence with scholarship. If we do, we perpetuate 
the destructive dichotomy between education and ser-
vice that has characterized our profession for some 
time. In my mind, there's no essential difference 
between excellence in academia and excellence in 
service. If the three essential ingredients of nurs-
ing excellence are there, then only the means through 
which that excell ence is expressed may differ. In 
academia, schol arship is often seen as a primary 
means. After all, the idea of a university focuses 
on the life of the mind. But nursing isn't just an 
intellectual exercise, and if a devotion to the main job of nursing- its practice- isn't present, nurs-
ing scholarship can be very arid. Some of this arid-
ity is suggested in the titles of doctoral disserta-
tions written by nurses. You wonder at the conceptual 
feats necessary to 1 ink their topics with practice. 
You wonder if such exercises in scholarship haven't 
become an end in themselves; misdirected efforts to 
prove to people who don't really care, and when it 
should no longer be necessary that indeed, we have 
thinkers in the profession, not just doers and feel-
ers. Our exercises in arid scholarships have only 
served to imply, unfortunately, that all of our 
thinkers are in academia, and all of our doers and 
feelers are in service. Both academics and practi-
tioners have been brainwashed with this myth. The 
outcome is the perpetuation of the dichotomy. 
Nurses in service are justifiably resentful when 
they're seen as doers and and feelers who still need 
guidance from the thinkers in academia. And our 
academics are rightfully angry when they· re stereo-
typed and mistrusted as not knowing what the real 
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world of nursing is like. When I look at the excel-
lent nurses in my service setting, I see nurses who 
are thinkers, feelers and doers. And when I remember 
my colleagues in education whose excellence shone 
forth, to me, at least, they weren't only thinkers, 
but a 1 so doers and fee 1 ers. 
An interesting thing is happening. Certain in-
stitutions, be they academic or service, are estab-
lishing themselves as centers of excellence in nurs-
ing, and our excellent nurses are seeking them out. 
Excellent practitioners are seeking out centers of 
excellence in nursing education, such as Yale, that 
have never separated out thinking from doing and 
feeling, and that are clearly identifiable as staunch 
defenders of nursing's culture. New graduates are 
seeking their first positions not at institutions 
whose reputations have been built on the the excel-
lence of their medical care, but those that clearly 
stand out for the excellence of their nursing care. 
And finally, practice research, the bridge between 
academia and service, is coming into its own. De-
partments of nursing research are being developed in 
service institutions. And practice researchers are 
accepting deanships. Yale has been the culture-
bearer here, too, as it has been with its understand-
ing of the nature of nursing itself. How many of 
our colleagues across the country, I wonder, think 
they've discovered a new idea as they now try to link 
nursing research with nursing practice? Yale School 
of Nursing throughout its history has been clear 
about the purpose of nursing research and the prob-
lems that nursing research should address: problems 
of practice. In this respect, especially, Yale has 
stood out; and stood alone, in fact, for most of this 
century, from other schools of nursing. The faculty 
and students of Yale developed our tradition of nurs-
ing research, and have passed that culture on until 
such time as the rest of the profession could dis-
cover it. 
All that I've said so far has been in reitera-
tion of one theme. Miss Henderson, in the article 
of excellence mentioned earlier, makes a distinction 
between the known and the unknown excellent nurse. 
She provides, from her own experience, a description 
of one unknown excellent nurse whose nurturing she 
was privileged to observe and admire. My thesis is 
that today, such a clear idea of the nature of nurs-
ing; such a subtle but clearly identifiable pride in 
what it means to nurse a patient; and such endurance 
in continuing to nurse- to insist on the patient's 
right to be nursed - is so rare as to clearly stand 
out as excellence. I say this without pessimism, be-
cause as Miss Henderson also points out, we nurse only 
within the context of our times. The nursing context 
has changed dramatically over the 20 years since Miss 
Henderson ' s published anecdote actually occurred, and 
indeed, over the 10 years since her paper was pre-
pared. Nursing may have had 1 ittle control over the 
external forces that changed that context, but never-
theless, nursing is accountable for the decisions it 
made in responding to those forces. We, as a profes-
sion, made some poor decisions over that period, that 
retarded the development of both the profession at 
large and that of many individual nurses with the 
potential for excellence. Our collaboration in deny-
ing the patient his right to be professionally nursed, 
to have a professional with highly developed, sophis-
ticated nurturing skills at his side at all times, 
was perhaps the error we have greatest cause to re-
gret. Yet, the culture survived despite this decision , 
and the culture-bearers prevailed. Our task today 
is to zealously preserve our pockets of excellence 
within a system that hasn't quite caught up, so that (continued on page 14) 
KUDOS 
Distinguished Alumna Awards 
Angela Barron McBride '64 
"She thought her initial interview at Yale had 
finished her chances. But in its infinite wisdom 
Yale said, "come" and she did and distinguished ' 
herself with her gifts for research and teaching as 
a student and faculty member. Her time here was a 
growing time, a time of thinking and rethinking 
what the life of the nurse, the life of the mind, 
the life of the woman, wife and mother, are all 
a~out. With great insight, literary finesse, 
f1nely tuned intellect and enormous personal cour-
age , she_put it_all down on paper and won a place 
as a sem1nal th1nker and writer. Her impatience 
with social stereotyping has broken tradition in 
academe and nursing. Her pride in her chosen 
field does not blind her to its faults and excesses 
and her energy increasingly finds its expression in' 
a subtle combination of personal strength and public 
reformation. " 
Helen Sullivan Miller '57 
''The South may be home, but this northern Univer-
sity is proud to claim her. Her career has spanned 
nursing in midwifery, public health, mental health, 
service administration, and education administration 
~s w~ll as nursi~g research. Her current membership 
1n e1ght profess1onally related organizations 
a~tests to her wide interests, and her ability is 
Wltnessed by over thirty- two offices held. She has 
personally broken new ground for nurses and people 
in Georgia, Virginia, Philadelphia, and New Haven. 
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She has stood for and fought to maintain complete 
racial integration in all aspects of life as she 
directed a diploma school into a baccalaureate pro-
gram and integrated the school successfu l ly. Her 
devotion to the history of development of black 
nurses is pursued with energy and commitment as she 
writes about Mary Mahoney, whose named award she 
received from the American Nurses Association. Her 
concerns with the social ills of all people chal-
lenges professional nursing throughout the nation. 
She has received many honors for her work and her 
presence." 
Katherine Buckley Nuckolls '41 
"She came to Yale to school, stayed to teach a 
while, and left. The initial impression she made 
as a student and young faculty member was so power-
ful that more than twenty years later, the long 
arm of a new dean reached out to snatch her back. 
In the meantime, she had raised a handsome family, 
acquired a doctoral degree, and made a reputation 
for her hard and creative work. So she came back 
to her academic home to give birth to a new pro-
gram, nuture and develop it, and see it come to be 
recognized as the first and best in the nation. 
The quality of her mind, which inspires and shapes 
faculty and students alike; the depth of her con-
science that will not countenance anything other 
than a true colleague relationship with medicine· 
the special generosity of spirit that gives the ' 
credit for her ideas to others; her grace in dis-
appointment; the professional commitment that has 
elevated her to national prominence; her untiring 
efforts and devotion to Yale, selfless and pure --
all these we salute." 
Eleanor Fordham Voorhies '40 
Throughout her career she has made outstanding 
contributions to nursing, in teaching, scholarship 
and community services. Hers is a sustaining in-
terest in community health nursing, initially in 
practice with visiting nurse services, later as 
teacher and program chairman in well known institu-
tions of higher education in New England . As co-
author of a text on "COIMIUnity Health - Evolution 
and Process", she has further shared her enthusiasm 
for community health nursing to make a greater im-
pact on a wider audience of learners. 
She has the time, too, for service to community 
and society, as a consultant for WHO in Jamaica and 
Co 1 umbi a and serves on boards of community health 
services. Combined with her achievements are a 
strong loyalty and pride in the Yale School of Nurs-
ing, a warmth of personality and dedication of pur-
pose. 
Now as a Dean, and throughout the other 38 
years of her nursing career, she has given generously 
of herself to students, faculty, community and 
friends, and balanced it all with broad interests, 
notably in music and travel. 
Mount Holyoke College Confers 
Doctorate of Humane Letters 
"Florence S. Schorske Wald '41, Bachelor of Arts 
from Mount Hol yoke in the Class of 1939, holder of 
two Master's degrees from Yale University. After 
serving with the New York Visiting Nurse Service, 
with Columbia University's College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, and with the faculty of the Rutgers 
University School of Nursing, she returned to Yale 
in 1957 to direct its Psychiatric Nursing Program 
and to serve, for nine years from 1959 to 1968, as 
Dean of the Ya 1 e Schoo 1 of Nursing. 
As a skilled and compassionate practitioner, 
inspiring and devoted teacher, bold and imaginative 
administrator, she brought renewed strength and im-
portance to the profession of nursing. At a time 
when she was entitled to rest, she created a new 
health-care institution that led the medical profes-
sion to face the implications of inevitable death, 
restored dignity to the dying and compassionate 
understanding to the bereaved. That institution, 
Hospice, Inc. has become a national and international 
model." 
Distinguished Leader 
Virginia Avene l Henderson 
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Miss Virginia Avenel Henderson, Research Asso-
ciate Emeritus, has been selected for incl usion in 
the "Distinguished Leaders in Nursing" ser ies being 
produced by Sigma Theta Tau. Known both nationally 
and internationally for her contributions as a 
scholar, teacher, researcher and practitioner, she 
was also named an Honorary Fellow of the American 
Academy of Nursing in September, 1977 . 
Miss Henderson was interviewed by Eleanor K. 
Herrmann and Anne R. Bavier, both Assistant Profes-
sors of Nurs ng on the YSN faculty. Copies of the 
video-taped nterview will be available in the future 
from the nat onal office of Sigma Theta Tau. 
Eleanor Herrmann, Anne Bavier, Virginia Hender-
son during the video - taping. 
Honorary Alumnae 
Betty McKenzie Flagg 
"Betty Flagg has not onl y survived three of our 
six deans, she has whipped them all into shape as 
Administrative Assistant and then Business Manager 
of the School. The Dean may think she runs the 
place, but that's illusion. Betty sorts and counts 
all the money and more important, serves the con-
science of the organization as her Scotch heritage 
works its magic on expansionist tendencies. The 
Alumnae count on Betty for all kinds of things, from 
help with accounting to instant answers to any ques-
tion or request, always given with patience and good 
cheer. It's time to bring her out from behind the 
scenes to the prominence she deserves, so the Alumnae 
Board recognizes her close ties to YSN, her loyalty , 
and "un-Flagging" efforts for the School by ma king 
Betty McKenzie Flagg an Honorary Member of the Alum-
nae Association. " 
Gellestrina DiMaggio: 
ALNA Nurse of the Year 
Gellestrina DiMaggio, YSN '47, Associate Direc -
tor for Inpatient Services of the MGH Department of 
Nursing, has been named Nurse of the Year of the 
~e~ican Nurses Ass?ciation, a~ award given in recog-
nition of her creat1ve career 1n teaching and admi n-
istration . 
The Maternal Child Health Division of the ANA 
nominated Miss DiMaggi o , who was honored in Hawaii 
during the annual meeting of the ANA. She has worked 
within this division, one of five in the ANA , mos t 
DIRECTORY UPDATE 
Classes of 1930's 
Curti s, Mary E., ' 31, 109 Newtown Ave. , Norwal k, 
Conn. 06851. 
Scammon, Mrs. John H. (Margaret Morris ) , ' 31, 
Havenwood, 33 Christian Ave. , Concord, N.H. 03301. 
Lynch, Mrs. Benjamin P. (Mattie Duling), ' 32, 
Va. Baptist Home, Box 191, Cu lpeper , Va. 22701 . 
Speir, Mrs. Edward B. (Katherine S. Shingle ) , 
' 32 , 1620 43d Ave. E., Park Shore , Seattle, Wash. 
9Bll2. 
Str ingham, Mrs. Charlotte Wild, ' 32 , 836 Elm-
wood Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60202. 
Keller, Mrs. Raymond E. (Dorothy Oh 1 i ne), ' 33 , 
2424 41st St., Apt. 42, Moline, 111. 6I265. 
Johnson , Mrs. Joseph ine Riley, ex'34, 849 
Jolanda Ci rcle, Venice Island Mobile Est., Venice, 
Fla. 33595. 
Lawrence, Mrs. Walter E. , Jr. (Nettie Iglehart ) , 
'36, 175 Azalea Trail, Leesburg , Fla. 32748. 
Deretch in, Mrs. All en (Laura Wolf), ' 38, 269-07 
Grand Central Parkway, Floral Park , N.Y. 11005. 
Classes of 1940' s 
Wallick, Mrs. Nancy Cole, '40, Colleran, Colo. 
81624 . 
Nuckolls, Katherine B., '41, 305 Elliott Road, 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514. 
Probs t, Margaret M .• ex'42, no address avail -
able. 
Zovickian , Mrs . Anthony (Barbara Hurli n), '43, 
Zero Country Club Road, Woburn, Mass. 01804 . 
Hendrix, Mrs. Ha rold J. (Frances Ell ison) , 
ex'43 , Box 248, Route 3, Land O'Lakes, Fla. 33539. 
Hartman, Mrs. Neil H. (Marian Weinberger), '45, 
110 S. Church St., Moorestown, N.J. 08057. 
Vastola, Mrs. Edward (Eileen McQuade), '45, 9 
Hortense Place, St. Loui s, Mo. 63108. 
McClure, Catherine T., '46, 1808 Bob White 
Drive, Maryville, Tenn. 37801. 
Balginy, Mrs. John (Evelyn Miller), '46W, no 
address available. 
Crockett, Mrs. David (Mary Swanson) , '46W, 34 
Tarry Lane, Orinda, Calif. 94563. 
Martin, Ms. Mary E. (Mary Murrya) , '46W, 105 
W. Main Road , Middletown, R.I. 02840. 
Mendel, Mrs . Mabel Pelikow, '47, 22 Bl oomfield 
Ave., Somerset , N. J. 08873. 
Hamilton, Mrs. David (Margaret Keesey), ex'49, 
Box 8135, South Lake Tahoe, Cal if. 95705. 
Classes of 1950's 
Aita, Mrs. Sa lvatore (Dee Plummer), ' 50, c/o 
Plummer , Rou te 2, Box 445, Randl eman , N.C. 27317. 
Dick, Arlyne (Lt.Col ret.), 117 Surf Dr ive, 
Falmouth , Mas s. 02540. 
Vordale, Miss Janice, ' 50 , 437 Baywood Dri ve, 
Newport Beach, Calif. 92660. 
Fisk, Mrs. Albert (Ruth Fenker ), ex-' 50, 2 
Bronze Court, Huntington, N.Y. 11743 .. 
Dahnke, Mrs. John L. (Greta Schnell ), '51, 
16231 S. E. 84th, Portland, Ore. 97222. 
Fujikura, Mrs. Toshio (Yuka Yasui), ' 51, 13514 
Crispin Way , Rockvi ll e, Md. 20853 . 
Wortham, Mrs. G. Forrest (Elizabeth Oyer) , ' 51, 
3382 Waynoka Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38111. 
Cunliffe, Mrs. Susan G., ex ' 52, 1 Church Lane, 
Oal ham , Near Newmarket , Suffolk, England. 
Johnson, Nancy Griffith, ' 53, 568 Augurn Ave., 
Buffalo, N.Y. 24222. . 
Wulfhorst , Miss Laura, ex'54, 10255 Oas 1s Court, 
Apt. 2, Cupertino, Cal if. 95014. 
Blyler , Mrs. Donald (Joanne Heckman), '55, 150 
Robin Lane, Bloomsburg , Pa. 17815. 
Slind , Mrs. Sarah Ellington, '55, Route 3, Box 
8028, Richland , Wash. 99352. 
Turner, Ms. Sarah L., '56, 2629 Chamberlain Ave., 
Madison, Wi s. 53705. 
Johnson, Dorothy Klei nfeld, '57, 715 Dover Drive, 
San Bernardino, Calif. 92407. 
Jacobs, Ruth E., ex'57. 939 E. 17th St. , Santa 
Ana, Calif. 92701. 
Fazzone, Mrs. Philip R. (Adelaide Buonocore ), 
'58 , Eastwoods Road, Roxbury, Conn. 06783. 
Roberts, Joan E., '58 Spec. Student, 43 Cromwell 
Court, Cromwell Road, Hove, BN3 3EF, Sussex, England. 
Classes of 1960's 
Mahaffy, Perry, ' 64, 111 Constitut ion Drive, 
Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317. 
Fisher, Jean R., '65, 326 Lower Al den Drive, 
Rahway, N.J. 07065. 
Motte, Mrs. Elai ne Kiviniemi, '66, 3484 Avocado 
St. , Riverside, Calif. 92507. 
Young, Mrs . Karl E. (Jean Hallett Taylor), '66, 
22 Happy Way , Harwich, Mass. 02645. 
Christoffers, Carol Ann, '67, 216 Natchaug Drive, 
Meriden, Conn. 06450. 
Gephart, M. Joann, '67, 2950 Van Ness St. , N.W., 
Apt. 218, Washington , D.C. 20008. 
Kinni ck, Mrs. Bernard (Virginia Gramzow), '67, 
22212 27th Ave. , Gree 1 ey , Co 1 o. 80631. 
Holmes, Nancy Schaffter, '68, Box 10291, South 
La ke Tahoe, Calif. 95731. 
Shamansky, Sherry, '69, 1512 Nob Hill North , 
Seatt l e, Wash. 98109. 
Poe , Ms. Donna Shields, '69, 40 Pleasant Blvd., 
Apt. 2707, Toronto M4T 1J9, Ontario, Canada. 
Classes of 1970's 
Johnson , Lt.Col. Phyllis, '71, 7600 Military 
Drive , W. , Lot 132, San Antonio, Texas 78227. 
Beck, Cheryl Tatano , '72 , 7 Chandler Road, East 
Sandwich , Mass. 02537. 
Teague, Ms. Mary E. '72, 15 Teeter Rock Road, 
Trumbull, Conn . 06611. 
Kane , Judith Shagoury, ' 73, R.O. 1, Box 104, 
Susquehanna, Pa. 18847. 
Tauer , Kathleen, ' 73 , c/o Carole L. Passarelli , 
626 Lambeth Road, Richmond, Va. 23225. 
Teachey, Mrs. Donna L., ' 73, 1641 Wakefield 
Drive, Virginia Beach , Va. 23455. 
Hutton, Ms. Carol, ' 74 , 1164 W. Middle Turnpike , 
Apt. B-2 , Manchester, Conn. 06040. 
Walker, Mary Attwood, '74, 283 Clark Ave., 
Branford, Conn. 06405 . 
Beal, Judy Alheim, '75, 10 Emerson Place, Apt. 
140, Boston, Mass. 02114. 
Braun, Elizabeth, ' 75, 505 Cypress Poin t Drive , 
Apt. 30, Mountain View, Calif. 94040. 
Cole, Carolyn E., ' 75, 2101 H Powers Ferry Road 
Marietta, Ga. 30067. ' 
Collins, Clare, '75, 6213 Gossard Ave. , East 
Lansing, Mich . 48823. 
Hesko , Nancy Strafford, '75, 40-03 165th St., 
Flushing , N.Y. 11358. 
Powderly, Kathleen Reilly, '75, 2066 Hill Top 
Road, Westfield, N.J. 07090. 
Classes of 1970's (continued) 
Cushman, Margaret J., '76, 146 Rockview Drive, 
Cheshire, Conn. 06410. 
Goodhart, Linda, '76, 14 Island View, Brushy 
Plains Road, Branford, Conn. 06405. 
Grey, Margaret, '76, 300 Mercer St., Apt. lOK, 
New York, N.Y. 10003 . 
Lin, Sen, ' 76, 1007 S.W. Westwood Drive, 
Portland, Ore. 97201. 
Nakamoto, Ms. Ann Kyoko, '76, 3045 Ala Napuaa 
Place, Apt. 401, Honolulu, Hawaii 96818. 
Tipping, Margaret S., '76, 4876 Dixie Drive, 
San Diego, Cal if. 92109. 
Berkowitz, Ms. Deborah M., '77, 1580 Pelham 
Parkway,S., Apt. 2C, Bronx, N.Y. 10461. 
Ekblad, Glenn, '77, 1572 L Sparton Village, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich. 48823. 
Finesilver, Cynthia, '77, R.F.D. 3, 20 Gateway 
South, Columbia, Mo. 65201. 
Holdren, Nancy Mclean, '77, 405 Rockingham St . , 
Rochester, N.Y. 14620. 
Novak, Barbara A., '77, 3033 E. 6th St., Apt. 
A15, Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 
Pennington, Susan, '77 . 3131 Burris Road, Apt. 
27, Vestal, N.Y. 13850. 
Taylor, Dianne E., '77. 6009-7 Majors Lane, 
Columbia, Md. 21045. 
Wineman, Nancy, '77, 59 Leonard Ave., Platts-
burgh, N.Y . 12901. 
Goldberg, Beth, '78, 91 Bay State Road, Apt. 
214, Boston, Mass. 02215. 
Kalma , Susan, '78, Health Services Coordinator, 
Bates College, Lewiston, Me. 04240. 
Kraus, Nancy, '78, 277 W. lOth St., Apt. 9-N, 
New York, N.Y. 10014. 
Krebs, Mary Lou, '78, 172 Division St., Summit, 
N. J . 07901. 
McClintock, Janet, '78, 5546 Century Ave . , 14, 
Middleton, Wis . 53562. 
Dear Friends: 
We would like to hear from you with ideas and reactions you have about the Alumnae 
Association, School activities, these Newsl etters, or whatever Please use this 
sheet to write us a letter. Many thanks. 
Peg Cushman 
Mary Co lwe 11 
Mary C. Colwell 
Alumnae Associat ion 
Yale School of Nursing 
855 Howard Avenue 




of her professional life. Since 1959 she has been 
a member of its certification committee, serving as 
chairman from 1970 to 1976. This group was one of 
the first to develop methods for the certification 
of nurses who worked in specialties and was instru-
mental in bringing about a unified recognition of 
professional standards. 
Originally from Connecticut, Miss DiMaggio re-
ceived her B.A. from Connecticut Col lege for Women. 
She joined t he Nurse Cadet Corps, received her M.N. 
from the Yale University School of Nurs i ng and was 
registered in the state of Connecticut. For seven 
years she worked at New Haven Hospital and then 
entered Columbia University, where she was awarded 
an M.S. in teaching, curriculum development, and 
child health. 
Following her graduation from Columbia, Miss 
DiMaggio became one of the four original faculty 
members at the University of Massachusetts School 
of Nursing in Amherst. Miss DiMaggio has been 
working at the MGH since 1969. 
Andrew Veckerelli Prize 
Anne leDell-Hong recipient of the Veckerelli 
Prize, 1978 
The Andrew A. Veckerell i Prize is given annual-
ly to a graduating student who has demonstrated out-
standing performance in scholarship and clinical 
practice and who, through these efforts, has i n-
spired others with an admiration for professional 
work. This prize was awarded in May 1978 to Anne 
leDell-Hong, who has specialized in Conrnunity Health 
Nursing at the Yale School of Nursing. 
YSN Sends 4th Fellow to D.C. 
Ten outstanding nursing students have been 
sel ected from nationwide competition to participate 
in t he fourth annual summer study fellowship program 
in public policy. It is sponsored by the National 
league for Nursing, funded by the Robert Wood John-
son Foundation of Princeton, N.J., and offers nurs-
ing students the opportunity to study and work full 
time in health policy offices in Congress or the 
executive branch. This year Martha Anne Driessnack, 
a student in the Pediatric Nursing Program at the 
Yale School of Nursing will be working in the Health 
Care Financing Administration with Jeffrey Merrill, 
the Executive Secretariat. 
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Annie W. Goodrich Award 
Cornelia Porter, M.S. - Assistant Professor 
of Nursing Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 
The Annie W. Goodrich Award for excellence in 
teaching was awarded at the graduation ceremonies to 
Corneli a Porter, M.S. Assistant Professor of Nursing 
in the Pediatric Nursing Program, and Pediatri c 
Nurse Practitioner at the Yale-New Haven Hospital. 
This award presented and selected by the students, 
recognizes a faculty member who has demonstrated 
exceptional sensitivity to s tudent needs, excellence 
in classroom and clinical teaching, and inspirational 
ability as a role model. 
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
Sybil Palmer Bellos Lecture 
Ingeborg G. Mauksch 
- picture taken by Randy Smith 
Ingeborg G. Mauksch, Ph.D. was the guest speak-
er at the Sybil Palmer Bellos lecture this spr1ng 
which was held on April 14th. Her topic was "To-
morrow's Nurse on the American Health Care Scene". 
Ms. Mauksch is Professor and Family Nurse Clinician 
at Vanderbilt University School of Nursing. The 
meeting was followed by the reception held annually 
in memory of Eleanor Wisser of the class of 1939. 
Task Force Profiles Graduates 
Hot from the computer: t he first r esul ts from 
the study of recent YSN graduates conducted by the 
Evaluation Task Force of the School of Nursi ng! 
YSN is often asked for i nfonnation about grad-
uates, by funding agencies , or government offi ces , 
or health planners or even prospective students, and 
until now we've never had any systemati c data col-
lection. The Evaluation Task Force, headed by Jane 
Dixon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, designed a ques-
tionnaire to be mai l ed to alumnae of recent classes 
to collect data about car eer patterns , jobs, and 
o t her things. Over the summer of 1g77, 208 question-
naires were mai l ed to graduates. The number of years 
of alumnae varied by program, as the Task Force chose 
the year that represented the beginning of t he cur-
rent program focus. A 1 umnae s i nee 1967 were surveyed 
for the maternal-newborn program, 1972 for the pedia-
tric nursing group, and 1971 for psychiatric/mental 
health and community health. (Medical/surgical nurs-
ing had just graduated its first class.) The return 
rate was 67% (139). 
Ninety-nine percent of the respondents were fe-
ma l e. The mean age was 32, with a range of 25 to 54. 
Sixty-two percent of the alumnae responding were mar-
ried; 51 alumnae had produced 90 children, half of 
whom were preschool age . An additional seven alumnae 
volunteered that they were pregnant at the time of 
completing the questionnaire. 
Respondents 1 i ved in 28 states, with the major-
ity in the Northeast (59%) . 
Fifty percent of the respondents were employed 
within two months after graduation. Most respondents 
found the type of job they wanted for their first 
job (77%), and those who did not felt it was because 
the type of job they wanted was not available in the 
geographic area in which they 1 ived. Generally, the 
type of job accepted was in the area of YSN speciali-
zation (88%), primarily a clinical position (51), 
but secondari l y a teaching position (27%), and pri-
marily with emp l oyment in hospital settings for 
those with clinical jobs. YSN education was the 
most important reason for the first job, with geo-
graphic location second. 
The 139 respondents had held a total of 308 jobs 
since graduation, and currentl y sixty- seven percent 
are employed full time with another ni ne percent 
working part time. Twenty percent of the respondents 
were still in their first job at the time of the sur-
vey. Table I shows the activities of the alumnae. 
Fifteen respondents have pursued further educa-
tion through doctoral or masters programs, and five 
indica ted they had changed careers. 
The 78 respondents involved in clinical practice 
spend an average of half their collective time in 
outpatient care, 20% in inpatient care and 25% of 
their time consulting on or supervising direct pa-
tient care. Twenty six respondents have a casel oad 
of patients for whom they are the principl e health 
care providor. The average caseload is 322 patients, 
75% of whom are followed on a continuing basis, with 
an average of 9.5 patients seen per day. The most 
frequent clinical services provided are health checks 
or screening, health maintenance, diagnosing and 
managing acute illness, and maternity care or family 
planning. 
Of the 84 respondents who reported that they are 
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TABLE I 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE PRESENT 
POSITIONS OF 106 RESPONDENTS EMPLOYED 
FULL-TIME DR PART-T IME IN NURSING 
AVERAGE % OF ALL NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYED RESPONDENTS' RESPONDENTS 
TIME SPENT AT THE DOING THE 
ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIV ITY 
Clinical 
Practice 41.3% 78 
Teaching, 
Cl inical or 
Academic 36.6% 84 
Administration, 
Service or 
Academi c 14.6% 53 
Research 3.9% 32 
Consul tat ions 4.0% 28 
currently teaching as part of their job, 54 hol d 
academic appointments, and 21 hold joint appoint-
ments with a clinical agency and an academic in-
stitution. Nearl y 75% of these respondents are 
affiliated with either a BSN or MSN program, and 
half are involved in inservice or continuing educa -
tion. 
Thirty-two respondents (23%) reported they are 
currently involved in research projects, with 25 of 
these respondents either principle i nves t igator or 
co- investigator. 
The 106 respondents who are c urrent ly employed 
either fu l l or part time have a t o t al of 163 bosses, 
57% nurses, 36% physicians. Half of t he peopl e t o 
whom the respondents are accountable are Directors 
or Associate Di rectors. Eighty-seven percent report 
that they are satisfied to very satisfied with their 
current position(s). 
The gross annual income of the 104 employed 
respondents who reported it is about $17,750. 
On the average, respondents are members of 2.7 
professional organizations each, and 15% are officers. 
Twenty- nine respondents have con t ributed 78 publica -
tions, and 22 (16%) have received a total of 26 
awards or honors. 
More analysis of data will be done, and there 
will be later reports from the Task Force. Stay 
tuned! 
- M. Walker '74 
D. Congdon 
J. Dixon 
Grant Supports Minority Recruitment 
The School of Nursing has received a grant from 
the Division of Nursing, DHEW for a special project 
in recruitment and retention of disadvantaged stu-
dents. The project, " Increasing Opportunities in 
Graduate Nursing Education" will pull together and 
extend the work of the school in recruitment of 
minority students. In addi t ion, the project empha-
sizes development of teaching materials to bring 
multi-racial and multi-cultural material to students; 
preparation of bibliographical materials on race and 
culture and illness; tutorial or other assistance to 
students; studies of applica t ion patterns and admis-
sions pa terns . 
The project was funded in March, 1978 for a 
three year period. 
Project Director for the project is Sandra Nel -
son, Assistant Professor. Sandy has been on the 
faculty for several years in psychiatric nursing. 
She will move full time to the project, and add i-
tional staff will be appointed as well. Sandy 
graduated with the class of 1972. 
American Lung Association Grant Award 
Yale School of Nursing received a grant award 
from the American lung Association in the amount of 
$25,000 to prepare clinical specialists in pulmon-
ary nursing. The grant application was prepared by 
Dorothy L. Sexton, Chairperson of the Medical-
Surgical Nursing Program. 
American Lung Association Fellowship 
The Nursing Fellowshi p Review Committee of the 
Professional Education Commit tee of the American 
lung Association/American Thoracic Society has favor-
ably considered Janet D'Agostino ' s appl ication for 
a Fellowsh ip in Respiratory Disease and an award has 
been granted for the 1978-79 school year. 
ACNM Names Officers 
Brenda Penner 
Brenda Penner YSN '76, who has been a certified 
nurse-mi dwife at the Uni versi ty of Oregon Health 
Sciences Center (UOHSC) since January 1978, has been 
appoi nted treasurer of the American Call ege of 
Nurse-Midwives. 
Her appointment, by the college's executive 
board, for a two-year term came during the organi -
zation' s national convention in May in Phoenix, 
Arizona. The co 11 ege inc 1 udes about 1 ,500 nurse-
midwives in the United States, U.S. territories, 
and American-trained nurse-midwives overseas. She 
sai d there are about 15 cer tified nurse-midwives in 
Oregon. 
Brenda has joi ned a l arge number of YSN al umnae 
and faculty members who are already working on both 
the national and local ACNM organi zati ons . This 
listing may not be complete, but it is impress ive to 
see how actively i nvo 1 ved our faculty and a 1 umnae 
nurse-midwives are in their f i eld! 
On the national scene: President of ACNM is 
Helen Bur st '63; Treasurer, Brenda Penner '76; 
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Regional Representative to Board, Sara Woolbert '75; 
Chairperson: Clinical Practice Committee, Anne M. 
Corrinet, faculty; Division of Approval, Charlotte 
Houde '72; Assistant Editor, Region I, ACNM Journal, 
Vicky Wirth '76; lnterorganizational Committee, 
Reg ion I , Sara Gottlieb ' 78; Professional Affairs 
Committee, Helen Swallow '75; Division of Examiners 
Testing Committee, Sarah Cohn '73; Helen Burgess, 
faculty; Education Committee, Hel en Burgess , Lois 
Daniels '67; Legislation Committee, Pixie Elsberry 
'65; local Connecticut Chapter Officers: President, 
Sarah Cohn '73; Vice president, Nancy Burton, faculty; 
Treasurer, Barbara Dobay '72; Secretary, Terry St one, 
faculty. 
Honor Society Is Reality 
The ceremony on Sunday , May 7th inducting 77 
members into the YSN Honor Society was the cu l mina -
tion of two years of dreaming, planning and work. 
This i s the first stage in the process of petition-
ing for a Sigma Theta Tau chapter at Yale. The mem-
bers and guests were greeted by Judy Shindul , chair-
person of the Steering Committee, and by Judy Krauss, 
Assistant Dean of YSN, who introduced the speaker 
Eileen Callahan Hodgman '68. Eileen's address, 
Excellence in Nursing, is included elsewhere in this 
issue. 
Eileen Callahan Hodgman speaking at Induction 
Ceremonies. 
Nina Adams 
Naomi Barber Ament 
Susan Altschul 
Anne R. Bavier 
Saundra Bialas 
William Bl ouin 
Caro l Bowen 
Christina Burke 
Judith Buckhol der 
INDUCTEES 
Frances Kathl een Bushnell 





John Call ins 
Diana Page Congdon 
Mary Criqui 







Gladys M. Dykstra 
Harr iet Fellows 
Virginia Difrocki 
Anita Ward Finkelman 





John Ginnetti , Jr. 
Shirley Girouard 
Beth Go 1 db erg 
Carol Koch 
Virginia A. Henderson 
Eleanor K. Herrmann 
Patricia T. Horvath 
Charlotte Januska 
Gail Ka 1 er 
Ruth Knollmuel ler 
Jeanne Kozlak 




Pa tri cia McCarthy 
Janet McClintock 
Karen Maurer 
Berta ~lej i a 
Barbara Mieras 
Lynne Morishita 
Ca ro 1 yn Ladd 
Derry Ann Mori tz 
Gretchen Mosman 
Mary Ellen Mullens 
Marian ~lurray 
Jill Nelson 
Virginia M. O'Brien 





Jo- Anna Rori e 
Ruth Schmidt 
Madeline C. Schwald 
Dorothy Sexton 
Sherry Shamansky 
Judith A. Shindul 
Lois Siebert 
Ray Stefan 
Bar bara Jean Sullivan 
Dianne Taylor 
Widmer 
The Steering Coomittee for the Honor Society 
planning. Charlotte Januska, Judy Shindul , Anne 
Bavier, Virginia Fidrocki, Ruth Schmidt, Penny Camp, 
Bernadette Forget , Bill Blouin, Gail Kaler, Martha 
Driessnack, and Judy Krauss. 
At the reception following the induction cere-
monies: JoAnna Rorie '78, Mary Chaucer-Hatton '78, 
Tina Burke Durrence '76. 
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One Out Of Eight (continued from page 8) . 
our ability to achieve excellence in the futu re w1ll 
be strengthened. 
Our ability to achieve future excellence will 
depend, first, on our willingness to put our pro-
fessionals in direct, sustained, contact with pa -
tients; and second, on our willingness to invest 
those practitioners with their rightful authority 
as nurses. In service institutions, this change is 
coming about through the implementa tion of primary 
nursing. But a change in the organ izational model 
for delivering nursing services isn't enough. De-
centrali zing professional authority to the practi-
tioner level only makes us acutely sensitive to the 
related problems we still must address. Look at the 
practitioner group whom we ask to exercise profes -
sional authority on a 24-hour basis. By and large, 
they are the youngest, least mature , least skilled, 
least educated, least politically sophisticated, and 
have the least knowledge of the total system within 
which they're expected to perform on a peer basis 
with other professionals . This is asking quite a 
bit of the newest members of the profession. Per-
haps that's why they seem to get "burned out" so 
early. 
That's why I look with a great deal of hope to 
new programs, such as Yale's, as strong links in the 
chain of excellence . I suspect that the graduates 
of this program will be older, will have had more 
life experiences to draw from, and will have made 
their career choice on an entirely different basis 
from most graduates of current baccalaureate pro-
grams. All of this, in my opinion , will lead to a 
much larger reservoir of professional ego strength 
from which these practitioners can draw in defending 
their right to nurse and their patient's right to be 
nursed. But this defense, which really amounts to 
wholesale education of large numbers of other pro-
fessionals and even the public at large, won't occur 
through rhetoric directed only at each other. The 
autonomy and authority issues are fought out, and 
the interdependence of various practitioners negoti -
ated and recognized, within the context of direct 
care activities. The patient deserves a mature, 
highly educated, experienced nursing professional 
delivering his direct care. 
This has great implications for nursing educa-
tion and for our present conceptions of appropriate 
roles for our advanced practitioners. As the body of 
knowledge within nursing gets larger and larger, and 
as the advances in medicine to which nursing must be 
responsive in order to nurse well continue to in -
crease, we must stop deluding ourselves that we can 
prepare a practitioner with even beginning competence 
in clinical, management and research skills within a 
two year period , superimposed on a two year liberal 
arts base as we do in our current baccalaureate pro-
grams . The professional who nurses an acutely ill 
patient today can't afford to be a generalist, if 
that term even has meaning in our time. To achieve 
excellence in nursing in the future, we have to help 
nursing education conform to the reality of patient 
needs. Our current concept of the master's prepared 
clinical specialist as consultant is inadequate to 
defend patients ' rights to be nursed. Patients need 
that specialized knowledge and skill in a direct, 
laying- on-of- hands experience, routinely, and they 
need it now. So I'm asking those of you who will 
graduate from Yale's new program, and all of the pro-
grams that prepare clinical specialists, to return 
to the side of the patient. I truly hope, if you're 
concerned with nursing's achievement of excell ence, 
that you won't find this unthinkable . I hope that 
you will become staff nurses and remai n staff nurses 
after you graduate. 
There are many other changes that I believe 
would make us more confident of our abi li ty to 
achieve excell ence in nursing in t he future. I can 
only mention them briefly. Among other things, we 
have to begin to reward excellence appropriately. 
This will mean that we'll have to stop rewarding our 
practitioners on the basis of tenacity in a position 
alone, or because they take on tasks formerly the 
prerogat ive of other professions, or because they 
move away from direct care. And, we need to explore 
why so many excellent nurses move away from direct 
care activities after two years or less. Wha t can 
we offer them that will help them tolerate the 
emotional and physical drain, and the working hours 
that constitute nursings' greatest strength- of 
being the only professional group that has conti nu-
i ty in time with the patient? 
How can we insure that our growing body of nurse 
practitioners, who want to practice nursing, will not 
instead be seduced by dis torted visions of authority 
into becoming cheaper providers of med i cal care, 
with even 1 ess automony as nu rses than t hey had be-
fore? I don ' t bel ieve i t will serve the cause of 
excellence in nursi ng to leap unth ink ingly into 
hea 1 th care gaps in such 1 arge numbers, when so many 
of our own prac ti ce gaps remain to be 1 eapt into 
throug h research. We must be vigi l ant that we don't 
expand the nursi ng ro 1 e a t the expense of deepening 
it. 
Even as nursi ng grows stronger, as it does daily, 
old dilemnas rear their heads and new dilemnas ap-
pear. Bu t these are dil61111as that I'm confident will 
turn into sol vable problems through the exercise of 
the creativity that Miss Henderson uses synonomous ly 
with excellence. In the meantime , Yale will continue, 
as it always has, to admit the "marginal" nurses who 
will become the culture-bearers for their generati on 
and for those who come after. They will remain ten, 
or f if ty , or five hundred out of very few in the 
whole world. 
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FACUL TV NEWS 
New Faculty 
Mary Chaucer-Hatton YSN '78 , Instructor/Clinical 
Nurse Midwife; Katherine Heinrich, Instructor/Psychi-
atric Nurse Cl inica l Special ist (M. S. Boston Univer-
si ty); Hel en Burgess, Assistant Professor, Nurse-
Midwife (M.S. New York Medical Coll ege); Barbara 
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Davies, Instructor, Maternal/Newborn Nursing (M.Sc.N. 
University of Toronto); Maureen Spivak, Instructor/ 
Nurse-Midwife (M . P.H. Johns Hopkins ); Mary Alice 
Johnson, Instructor / Nurse-Midwife (M.S. N. University 
of Illinois); Sara Gottlieb { ' 78), Instructor/ 
Nurse-Midwife; Nadine Schwab, Lecturer/ Pediatric 
Nurse Practitioner (M.P.H. Columbia University). 
Faculty Changes 
Charlotte Houde {'72) has joined Or . Thomas 
Hansen in the private practice of obstetrics . Lois 
Daniels ( '67) has also left the faculty to practice 
as a nurse midwife with a private group. Dorothy 
Maclennan ('52) resigned the chairmanship of the 
Pediatric Nursing Program, but will stay close to 
YSN i n her role as AVA representative. Mimi Dye ('58 
and '61) has left YSN to return to her beloved New 
Hampshire as clinical nurse specialist . 
Doris Ba nch ik ( '74) has been appointed chair-
person of the Psychiatric/Menta 1 Hea lth Nurs ing Pro-
gram, effec ti ve July 1, 1978. Doris was formerly 
director of Psychiatric Nursi ng at Ya le-New Haven 
Hospi ta 1. 
Nancy Hedlund (Ph.D. Columbia University), chair-
person of the Program in Nurse Research was promoted 
to associate professor effective July 1. Ot her pro-
motions (all to assistant professor ) include: Doris 
Banchik, Dianne Schilke Davis ('72), Susan Molde 
( '72), B.J. Sullivan ( '76), linda Goodhart ( '76), 
Ruth Gee {'74) , Derry Moritz (M.S.N. Boston College). 
Judy Krauss ( '70) has been promoted from assist-
ant to associate dean. 
Medical-Surgical News 
Anne Bavier, assistant professor, Medical-Surgi-
cal Nursing Program presented two papers: "Wisdom: 
The Pinnacle of Academic Excellence"; "Creativity in 
the Practice of Nursing" for Beta Omega Chapter, 
Sigma Theta Tau Northern Illinois University , OeKalb, 
I llinois. And in July, she again presented "Wisdom: 
The Pinnacle of Academic Excellence", and partici-
pated on a panel, "Disciplinary and Professional De-
gree Curriculum Programs and Opportunities", a t the 
4th International Conference on Improving Univers ity 
Teaching in Aachen, Germany . 
Connie Donovan, Derry Ann Moritz, assistant 
profess0rs of nursing, Medical-Su rgical Nursing Pro-
gram at tended the Dnco 1 ogy Nursi ng Socie ty Third 
Annua l Convention in Washington, D.C. Conn ie also 
attended a Workshop on Bioethics and Public Policy 
offered by the Hastings Center from June 25-July 2, 
1978. It was held at Sarah Lawrence College in 
Bronxville , New York. 
Three faculty members from the Medical -Surgical 
Nursing Program presented papers at the Sigma Theta 
Tau Beta Chapter, Research Day at the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst. Kay Flynn - "Cost-Effec-
tiveness of Primary and Team rlursing"; Trisha Horvath 
"Conflict and Consensus of the Nursing Role Among 
Professional Medical and Nursing Staff of a Hospi tal 
Intensive Care Unit"; Derry Ann Moritz "Eating 
Patterns and Related Factors in Cancer Patients: A 
Preliminary Report of a Multi -Disciplinary Cross -
Institutional, Long- Range Study-in-Progress ". 
Requests for Transcripts may be sent to Student 
Affairs Office Yale School of Nursing , 855 Howard 
Avenue, New Haven, Conn. 06510. Cost per copy is 
$2.00. 
ALUMNAE NEWS 
Meet Your New President 
_Penny Camp was elected to a two year term as 
pres1dent of tne Yale Univer sity School of Nursing 
~lumnae Association this Spr ing , and took over her 
JOb on J ul y 1s t. Penny earned her BSN f r om the 
University o f Kansas in 1954. While she was working 
at t ~e Topeka Sta te Hospital from 1955-57, two Yale 
nu~s1n~ students came to work as part of their psy-
ch1atr1c exper1ence, and she became particularly in-
terested in the YSN program because of them. 
. Penny came to YSN and received her MSN degree 
1n Psychiatric Nursing in 1957 and then returned to 
!he Uni~ers ity of Kansas to teach psychiatric nur s-
lng. S1nce then she has been director of Yale 
Psychiatric Institute in New Haven , a planner and 
deve 1 oper of the bacca 1 aureate nursing program at 
Western Connecticut State College, and has been 
assistant professor of nursing at Southern Connecti-
cut State_College for the past three and a ha l f years. 
She al so 1s an attending consultant at the Wes t Haven 
V.A. Hospital working with groups of staff nurses 
and head nurses. 
Working with Penny on the A 1 umnae Board this 
next year are : Tony Mascia {'74), vice president; 
Mary Jane Kennedy ( '68), secretary; Beth Fitzpatrick 
( '67), treasurer; and board members: Susan Altshu 1 
('69) , Al ice Fahrquar ('75), Shi rley Greenwa l d ('53) 
Marian Murray {'74) , Anna Ryle ('33), and Ba rbara ' 
Pratt ('56) chairman of the nominating committee. 
About Alumnae College '78 
Cri tical thinking in nursing and creativity in 
nursing are challenging t opics for any group of 
nurses to undertake discussion about. The Al umnae 
College of 197B accepted this type of challenge as 
1t attempted to develop a program which would pro-
~ote th~ analytical d~scussion of cri t ica l t hinking 
1n nurs1ng and pr omot1 on of c reativity in nursing. 
Those of us who attended th is year's College felt 
this challenge was met as the excellent speakers 
provided an information background f or very 1 ively 
large-group and small-group di scussion around these 
issues. A 1 so we had the opportunity t o view some 
of the crea tivity that is goi ng on within nursing 
today. I wou 1 d hope that the fee 1 i ng and ener gy 
developed during this Alumnae College wou l d carry 
us as we all return to our individual areas of prac-
tice and service. 
. I wo~ld 1 ike to thank the Alumnae Co ll ege Plan-
n1ng Comm1ttee and the Executive Committee of the 
A~umn~e Association for their support and participa-
t1on 1n the development of this year ' s program. For 
our speakers, my appreciation and thanks for their 
excellen t contributions to making this Al umnae Col -
lege the success that it was. And an extra special 
tha nk you to Mary Colwell f or her leadership, organ-
ization, and support in the development and conduc-
tion of thi s College. Thank you. 
- Your Alumnae College Chairman 
John E. Collins '72 
25th Reunion Class 
"AFTER 25 YEARS - SHE REALLY HASN'T CHANGED" 
except for the better! Eighteen of the 45 basic 
program graduates of the class of 1953 managed to 
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come back. June Christman Horning summed it up af-
ter our last get-together, saying, "I feel like I've 
been on a high!" (Some COOITlent coming from you, 
June!) But we all felt that way. Seeing each other, 
(and we all recognized one another without introduc-
tions or name pins), answered some nagging doubts as 
to whether it was worth the trip. The years melted 
away, helped somewhat by the excellent newsletters 
the class has managed every few years. We came from 
all corners of the United States: Ca l ifornia, Wash-
ington State , Colorado, Wisconsin, Michigan, two from 
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Fl orida, upper New 
York State, two from New York City, five from Connec-
ticut, Maine, New Jersey and on Saturday afternoon 
we saw two mor~ local alums. Several of us brought, 
or came along with, our husbands, and Nan Barber 
Ament even combined the trip into a college- inspec-
tion tour complete with S.A.T. 's taken by her daugh-
ter in New Haven. Such planning ahead! Helen Ben-
nett Crowell spied some forme r faculty member and 
remarked what excellence was stressed in our days at 
Y. S.N. Conni e Callahan Hornickel got a per sonally 
guided tour into New Haven from the airport with 
Dorothy Macl ennan who had come to pick up Kit Nuc-
kolls. Sorry Kit missed that flight, guess who 
lucked out? 
We were impressed with Dean Diers in person, 
having already been impressed with her on paper. 
The faculty and staff she has with her speak of an 
ongo1ng program, even better than when we were there. 
The new building is great, finished on time and un-
der budget. We've kept it a secret too long that the 
gentler sex can spend less money and end up with a 
super prOJect. A spontaneous greeting and pra i se 
from a current male student did much to convince the 
gathered alums that this was a for - real institution 
of hi gher learning. We were thrilled by the Rocky 
Road to Remission board game and independent film on 
~ancer which was presented Friday afternoon. Attend-
1ng the Alumnae Banquet was fun and sentimental hear -
ing from classes even more ancient than we were! 
Some random snatches of conver sation hear d in 
the hallways: "She looks just the same, but she's 
thinner !" , "I can still smell the formaldehyde in 
Sterling Medical Corri dors," "I can't tell one class 
picture from another, we all look so young and inex-
perienced." "Is that where Nathan Smith was? At 
least they didn't take the Green away 1 can s till 
f ind Yal e College", and on and on . ' 
. Transportatio~ was planned so that everyone had 
a r1de to meals, a1rports, and bus stations. The 
committee thought of everythi ng and deserve a hand -
Jeanne Pici rillo, Jeanne Benninghoff , Shirley Edwards 
and Jane Mauro. Mimi and Jim Neiderman graciousl y 
opened their l ove ly home in Bethany for our farewell 
luncheon. Amid al l the laughter of r emembered ex-
~eriences w~re a few tears. To Jeanne Benninghoff, 
1t seemed l1ke graduation (she wasn't there in '53 
she was honeymooning in Bermuda). We did not say ' 
goodby, just plan to return for our 30th! Thanks to 
all the folks at B55 Howard Avenue for helping make 
our 25th something to remember for the next qua rter 
century! Good luck!" Sincerely, 
- Connie Horn ickel 
A "Changing of the Guard-" 
For 11 years Janet Sanborn Hine ' 47W has headed 
the Alumnae Fund for the Yale School of Nursing 
Along with a gro~p of dedicated class agents, she 
has been respons1ble for raising t hose doll ars each 
year whi ch make all the differ ence in providing a 
margin of excellence at YSN. In 1975 in recognition 
of her ou t s tanding service to the School, Janet was 
awarded YSN's Distinguished Alumna Award. Her cita-
ti on read in part : "Her name on the letterhead, her 
signature on letters, her consistent presence, and 
her convincing words are only the beginning of the 
evidence of her contributions to the School of Nurs -
ing. A capacity for sharing her time and effort 
behind the scenes, a quiet sense of humor , a sincere 
interest in others, and unusual energy and endurance 
with those with whom she works and to whom she offers 
encouragement, combi ne with new ideas, inspirat ion 
and leadersh ip to achieve progressively higher goals 
on the School's behalf." 
This Fall, Janet will be succeeded by Marion 
Thompson Gates '48 as chairperson of the Aloomae 
Fund. Marion lives in Terre Haute, Indiana. Along 
with her husband Edward, who is a professor at the 
Universi ty of Indiana, she has returned regularl y 
to YSN for Alumnae College and Alumnae Day. She 
under s tands the School and i t s needs, and has been a 
very effective Class Agent. She is t houghtful, de-
cisive, and conscientious. We are delighted that 
she has agreed to take on this great responsibility, 
and we wi sh her well in her new rol e. 
- Ruth Benedict '48 
Coordinator of Fund Raising for YSN 
New Journal Editors 
Carole Ann McKenzie, R.N., C.N.M., M.S.N. '73, 
Assistant Professor of Nursing and Director of Con-
t inuing Education at The University of Texas Health 
Science Center at Houston School of Nursing, and 
Sa rah D. Cohn, R.N., C.N.M. , M.S.N. '73, Nurse-
Midwife at Yale Uni versi ty Health Service and Lec-
turer at Yale University School of Nursing, are 
editors of a new Journal, "Issues in Health Care 
of Women". The magazine, published by McGraw Hill, 
will be issued six t imes a year. 
Class News 
Ruth Ki rkpatri ck ( ' 36) could not attend alumnae 
weekend - going to A 1 as ka. 
Dr. Katherine B. Nuckolls ( '41 ) , adj unct profes-
sor in the UNC-CH School of Nursing and Western Caro-
lina University, has been named professor and chair-
person of primary care in the School of Nursing at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill , 
which includes both graduate and undergraduate pro-
grams. 
Mathi lde Haga ('46W) could not attend alumnae 
weekend - she was in Norway. 
Vivian Sucher ('46W) involved in geriatri c nurse 
pract1t1oner program at Cali fornia State University, 
Long Beach, and with two others , runs a he a 1 th c 1 i n i c 
for the elderly. 
LaVerne Fakkema Elliot t ( ' 54) and her husband, 
who has retired from dentistry, run a grocery store 
learning about country life- have own vegetable gar-
den - she is teaching nursing in nearby Community 
College. 
Rhetaugh Dumas ('61) is now Deputy Director, 
Divis1on of Tra1n1ng, NIMH. 
Angela McBride ('64) about to take a position on 
the faculty of the University of Indiana School of 
Nursing, in charge of devel oping a doctoral program 
there. She finished her dissertation and Ph . D. at 
Purdue in July. 
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Virginia G. Kinnick ( '67) presented "How to 
Start Expectant Parent Classes in a Small COIII11unity" 
at the Chautaugua '78 Symposium. 
Barbara Geach ('69) promoted to Associate Editor 
of Nurs1ng Outlook , effective July 1. 
Sherry Shamansky ( ' 69) moving to Seattle for new job as Assistant Professor in School of Nursing at 
University of Washington. She received her doctoral 
degree in public health from Ya l e at commencement in 
May. 
Seen at ANA convention: Anna Pearl Rains ( '64); 
Doris Robertson ('44); Louise Greenl aw ('53); Madelon 
O'Rowe Amenta ('57) she is now on the faculty of 
University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing, finish-
ing doctoral work i n epidemiology; Marilynn Schmidt 
('70); Doris Bloch ('54); Janet Hine ('47W); Tina 
DiMaggio ('47); Eleanor Gill ('38); Tony Mascia ('74); 
Jean Johnson ('65); Ruth Burton ('72); John Collins 
( '72). 
Maureen O'Keefe Doran ('71) also lectured at 
Chautaugua '78 on the subjects "Nursing Approach to 
the Treatment of Drug Addic tion" and "Sexual Dysfunc-
tion: Etiology and Therapy". 
Susan Caghan ('72) , Assis tant Professor Pedia-
tric Nursing Program at YSN was awarded a Distinguish-
ed Alumnae Award from American University at their 
May 13 , 1978 Honors Convocation. 
Carol Garant ('73) has been working since 1974 
as a Psychiatric Liaison Nurse at the New England 
Deaconess Hospital. Carol also reports that she has 
been a grass roots organizer of a political group 
"Nurses United for the Reimbursement of Services" 
and will start part time doctoral studies this fall 
at Brandei s University. 
Kathleen Tauer ('73) has moved to Richmond, Va. 
and is on the nursing faculty of Medical College of 
Virginia. 
Phil Gower (Brother Thomas) ( '74) - "I 'm freer 
now to have outside appolntments, but can not attend 
alumnae weekend. Have just been nominated to be 
treasurer of District #11 NYSNA, also joined ANA 
Council for Psychiatric Nurses." 
Peg Cushman ('76) is the new director of VNA in 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Wendy Gerol ( '77) writes from Chicago that she 
enjoys her job teaching at Rush and functioning as 
a PNP at a smal l family practice cl inic. 
Shirl ey Girouard ( '77) prepared an article: "The 
role of the cl inica l special ist as change agent: an 
experiment in preoperative teaching", which was pub-
lished in the May-June, 1978 issue of International 
Journal of Nursing Studies. The article is based on 
Shirley's master's thesis. 
Births 
Anita Ward Finkelman ( ' 71), daughter , Ellen 
Shoshannah born December 2, 1977. 
Anne Mulkeen Romond ('73), daughter, Rachael Ann 
born in March, 1978. Moved to Colorado in July 1978. 
Vi rginia Cleary ('74), daughter , Amy born in 
November, 1977. 
Carol La sa ter Howe ('74), son, Michael Joseph 
born March 9, 1978. 
In Memoriam 
Miss Helen Clarke died Friday, August 4th in 
West Haven at the age of 93. She was a retired regis-
tered nurse and worked as an instructor and registrar 
at YSN from 1923-1953, so she knew a great many Yale 
Nurses! She leaves a niece, Mrs. Kathryn Dil lman of 
SO Milton Avenue, West Haven , Conn. 
STUDENT NEWS 
A Letter To Alumnae 
In addition to savoring the delights of a New 
England Spring many of us at YSN face the not always 
pleasant task of finding employment following gradu-
ation. Many of you who read the Yale Nurse are 
either directly involved in the h1ring of nurses or 
are otherwise aware of job openings that might be 
of interest to those of us who are graduating. One 
of the benefits of attending a school like Yale is 
the opportunity to make contact with people who are 
in leadership roles within their profession. YSN 
Alumnae can be of great service to current students 
by simply forwarding information on employment 
opportunities to the School. Student government is 
attempting to establish a comprehensive 1 isting of 
current job openings in all areas of nursing . 
Please send all relevant information to David John-
son, c/o YSN Class of 1980. 
Graduation 
Commencement Day, May 22nd, was bright and 
beautiful (as usual) . Following the Program on the 
Old Campus , the class of 1978 YSN had its own cere-
mony under a tent outside the building at 855 Howard 
Avenue. Donna Diers and Judy Krauss awarded the 
diplomas to the 52 students, the largest class to 
graduate s i nee 1957 . Eleven of these graduates had 
completed the three-year program. 
Beth Goldberg was chosen by the class members 
to be the Class Marshal for the Commencement proces-
sion, and was given the Gower Award. This $50 gift 
for the class marshal was established by Bro. P.E. 
Thomas Gower '74, and in addition is given the use 
of the cap, gown and hood needed for the graduation 
ceremonies. The Andrew R. Veckerelli Prize was 
awarded to Anne LeDell-Hong, and the Annie W. Good-
rich Award presented by the students to Cornelia 
Porter, the faculty member chosen by the students to 
be one who had demonstrated exceptional sensitivity 
to student needs, excellence in classroom and clini-
cal teaching, and inspirational ability as a role 
model. 
Judy Shindul and Beth Goldberg 
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Runner Defeats Semester Crunch 
Nurse-Midwifery Student Completes Boston Marathon 
- Richard F. Jennings 
MSN Candidate '79 in MNN 
When my Philadelphia friends approached me last 
August with the idea of a group of us training for 
the 1978 Boston Marathon, I had my doubts. First of 
all, I would be leaving shortly for New Haven to 
attend YSN and would have to train alone. Secondly, 
the demands of the midwifery program were an unknown 
factor and l wasn't sure that I would have the time. 
Finally, the question of whether the rigors of train-
ing would match the rewards of the accomplishment 
was unanswered for me. 
I accepted the challenge after deciding that the 
regular running would be a helpful distraction from 
the demands of graduate school. I have always felt 
that good health and physical condition were essen-
tial components of being a productive student. I 
saw this commitment essentially as a form of gradu-
ate school therapy and as a way to have a unique ex-
perience with my friends. 
During the fa ll semester, I gradually built up 
from 20 minutes of running every other day to 30 
minutes each day. My first goal was to avoid injury. 
The second semester demanded a sharp increase 
in running time from 30 minutes a day to an average 
of over 60 minutes a day throughout March. The de-
mands on my time due to increased clinical hours 
made these goals unrealistic. I continued to run 
daily but found it difficult to find more than 30 
minutes a day. l thought my Boston aspirations were 
doomed . 
The weekend of March 17th I visited and ran 
with my friends. As we finished 15 miles I discover-
ed that I was almost even with their training level. 
I spent the night before the race in Boston with 
my friends. Arriving in Hopkinton about two hours 
before the race, we were met by several friends who 
came to cheer us on. Among them were Karen White 
(YSN '78), my wife, Kathy, and my two sons, Chris 
and Josh. How they ever found us among the 7,000 
starting runners, I'll never know! 
The race began with each of us optimistic but 
full of doubts as to how fast to run, how much to 
drink, can we all stay together and can we finish. 
Four of us ran together for the first 19 mi l es of 
the course that was 1 ined from beginning to end with 




My brother and I accelerated for the last six 
or seven miles and fi nished in three hours and twenty 
mi nutes. Everyone of the six of us reached our goal 
of brea king t hree and one half hours. Fi ni shing the 
26 mile race within my goa l gave me a grea t sense of 
accomplishment. I'm sure that I felt as proud as 
Bi ll Rodgers who had won the race. Despite the fact 
t hat over seven thousand people finished that day, I 
felt t ha t I had done something unique. 
I had expected to be exhilarated by the ex peri-
ence and to thorough ly enjoy the time spent with my 
f r iends , bu t I had no anticipation of the after-
ef fects. I exper ienced a sense of inner calm and 
secur ity. It coul d almos t be call ed a feeli ng of 
invincibility. The pressures and anxi eti es which 
the end of a semes ter br ing did not touch me . 
I can recoiTITlend marathon trai ning fo r anyone 
i n graduate school who is so inc lined. It serves 
as a good out let for the pressures of school and 
has its own very unique r ewards. 
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YALE MEDICAL CENTER NEWS 
Public Health Agency Representatives 
Members of the Yale-New Haven Medical Center 
family are well represented on several local and 
regional health agency panels. Heading the list is 
Yale Nursing School Dean Donna Diers, secretary of 
the Health Systems Agency of South Central Connecti-
cut executive COITITlittee. 
Other HSA members include Marilyn Beach, direc-
tor of Discharge Planning and Home Care and YSN 
faculty member, chairperson of the Plan Development 
Corrmittee; John Thompson, professor in the Depart-
ment of Epidemiology and Public Health, chairman of 
the Data CoiTITlittee; Courtland Seymour Wilson, assist-
ant director of Personnel, Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity, vice-chairman of the Review and Evaluation 
Committee; Fred Hyde, vice president for Planning, 
a member of the governing body; Orvan Hess, M.D., an 
obstetrician and gynecologist, governi ng body member; 
Louis J. Kapl an, ass i stant dean for Corrrnuni ty and 
Government Relations, Yale School of Medicine, mem-
ber of the governing board, and Richard Granger, 
M.D., Yale Child Study Center, on the executive 
COITITlittee. Robert Mullin, M.D., head of Patient Care 
Studies, is a member of the Professional Standards 
Review Organization's governing cOIIIllittee. 
Thompson Awarded CLHA Honor 
John D. Thompson, professor of Public Health 
and chief of the Division of Health Services Admin-
istration i n the Department of Epidemiology at the 
Yale School of Medicine, was awarded one of three 
honorary memberships at the Connecticut Hospital 
Association's 60th annual meeting Wednesday, June 21. 
In Mr. Thompson's citation, the Association 
said: "He has served as a friend and advisor to 
many Association members and participated in com-
munity activities with the same enthusiasm and dili-
gence that he has brought to his professional activi-
ties. His incisive and learned analysis of issues 
and problems affecting hea l th care services has pro-
duced a valuable body of thought and research which 
is the basis for many of the improvements in hospital 
operations. 
YSN-YNHH Collaborate in Survey 
In collaboration with the nursing staff at Yale-
New Haven Hospital, Nancy Hedlund, Chairman of Nurs-
ing Research Program at the Yale School of Nursing, 
designed a survey study to find out the perceived 
importance of certain aspects of the environment to 
patients. Approximately 60 students, enrolled in the 
Research Met hods Course at the Yale School of Nursing 
will condic t the interviews on the outpatient and 
i npa t ient uni t s of medicine, surgery , pediatrics and 
obstetrics, as well as non-hospitalized persons. Be-
ginning April 25th a total of 550 interviews will be 
conducted. The study has been approved by the Human 
Subjects Research Review Conrnittee and a verbal con-
sent procedure will be used prior to conducting the 
interview. Patients will be selected in cooperation 
with the Head Nurse and determined by the patient's 
level of wellness to participate in a 30 minute inter-
view. 
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